US has more options to save money. In Germany all money is taken by government in form of insurance and pricy taxes. It's a pretty well known fact that, salaries in Germany are much less than in the USA. Also, taxes are very high. I am not sure how banking system works in the USA, but I feel its not poor and laborious. Since we have a startup, I know most of the things are done using online banking and there isn't much of labor involved. People would counter saying Germany has great public transport and autobahns but the transportation (train ticket, car rentals) is way pricy than USA. My senior transit pass cost something like €67 a month, it wasn't worth using a car. I don't have cause to use the common gripe of Sunday closing. A comprehensive comparison, which is still missing, is being envisaged within a joint master thesis at the University of Los Andes and the Kaiserslautern...
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